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Abstract

Aims Treatment of iron deficiency (ID) in patients with heart failure (HF) with intravenous iron substitution [ferric
carboxymaltose (FCM)] has previously shown significant improvements in exercise capacity, New York Heart Association
(NYHA) functional class, quality of life, and reduction of hospitalization. The aim of this study was to estimate the budget
impact of FCM treatment for patients with HF and ID.
Methods and results Individual patient data from four double‐blind randomized controlled trials were pooled for this
analysis. Expected outcomes were modelled for a treatment period of 1 year, using multivariate statistical methods. Associated
unit costs were derived from claims data. Budget impact was calculated from the perspective of the Statutory Health
Insurance. Multiple deterministic sensitivity analyses were performed. The annual budget impact for therapy with FCM vs.
no‐iron therapy was €2 735 505 and €2 695 474 for 1000 patients, respectively, resulting in additional annual costs of
€40.03 for each treated patient. Main costs drivers are the FCM treatment cost and cost of hospitalizations due to HF
worsening. FCM therapy compared with no‐iron therapy resulted in reduced cost per 1000 patients: for reduced
hospitalization due to HF worsening (52 vs. 129 hospitalizations amounting to €230 591 vs. €597 078), for reduced other
medication (€1 611 007 vs. €1 679 908), fewer outpatient visits (€332 523 vs. €378 019), and home visits (€29 627 vs.
€40 469). Sensitivity analyses showed robustness of the results.
Conclusions Therapy with FCM has a minimal budget impact of €40 031 per 1000 patients per year. This budget impact
translates into reduced and shorter hospitalizations and improved symptomatic status of the patients.
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Introduction

Chronic heart failure (CHF) is a debilitating and life‐
threatening chronic disease, where the heart fails to deliver
oxygen to fulfil metabolism tissues requirements. Symptoms
(breathlessness, fatigue, and fluid retention) appear slowly
and worsen over time,1,2 which leads to a significant impact
on patient’s quality of life.3–5

In Germany, it is estimated that 1.6 million patients suffer
from CHF with 200 000–300 000 incident cases per year and
increases with age.6 CHF is the most common reason for
hospital admissions with increasing numbers over the past

10 years from 306 736 in 2005 to 432 893 in 2014.7 In
2014, CHF was in absolute numbers, the fourth most frequent
cause of death, affecting 5% of all deaths in Germany.8

Economically, CHF is responsible for 1% to 2% of direct
healthcare costs in the Western industrialized nations and
for around 1.1% in Germany.9 Studies of the German
Competence Network Heart Failure showed that patients
with CHF have 6.14 (±9) annual contacts to their general
practitioner, but 72% of all medical costs are for hospital
admissions.10 Overall, treatment of CHF causes 2.3 times
higher cost compared with the average insured individuals
of the Statutory Health Insurance (SHI) in Germany.11
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Approximately 50% of patients with CHF are iron
deficient.12–14 Iron deficiency (ID) is defined as a ferritin level
<100 μg/L or ferritin 100–299 μg/L with a transferrin
saturation <20%.12 It is a progressive condition, which can
be linked to worsening symptomatic conditions and is a poor
prognostic sign, independently of other prognostic factors. In
CHF, ID is related to the severity of disease and may be
present with or without the clinical occurrence of anaemia.
Recent ESC guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of
heart failure (HF) confirm ID being an important comorbidity
and recommend that treatment specifically with ferric
carboxymaltose (FCM) should be considered in symptomatic
patients with systolic CHF and ID.15

Randomized placebo‐controlled trials (RCT) with FCM have
shown a clinical benefit of the correction of ID in patients
with CHF.16–19 Compared with placebo (no‐iron), treatment
with FCM is associated with significant improvements in
functional capacity, symptoms, and quality of life. These
improvements are related to a reduction in the risk of first
hospitalization as well as recurrent hospitalization due to
worsening HF in patients with systolic CHF+ID.

The aim of this study is therefore to evaluate the net
budget impact of treatment with FCM in patients with CHF
and ID in the German public healthcare setting compared
with no‐iron treatment.

Methods

Patient population and treatment

Data from four RCTs (FER‐CARS‐01,18 FAIR‐HF,16 EFFICACY‐
HF,19 and CONFIRM‐HF17) examining FCM’s safety and
efficacy in treatment of patients with CHF and ID were pooled

on a patient level. All studies have been completed up to
December 2014. For the model population, baseline
information from 833 eligible patients with systolic HF and
ID and baseline New York Heart Association (NYHA) functional
class II/III participating in the trials were included in our
analysis. The budget impact model (BIM) compares treatment
of FCM with no‐iron, based on the pooled RCT data.

Analytical framework

To estimate the budget impact of FCM in patients with CHF
and ID compared with no‐iron, we developed a decision
analytic BIM. Trial data were used to develop statistical
models predicting the NYHA class distribution over time,
rates of hospitalizations, and average length of stay (LOS)
for all NYHA class I–IV. Figure 1 shows the model structure.

The modelled sample size for the base case is 1000
patients with CHF and ID per treatment arm, based on an
extrapolation from the pooled trial data. For the base case,
the chosen time horizon is 1 year. Because of different
follow‐up times in the included trials, the pooled dataset
was limited to 24 weeks of follow‐up. In order to extend
the time horizon to 52 weeks, CONFIRM‐trial data alone are
used to model the clinical outcomes to predict the
population‐averaged transition probabilities from week 24
to week 36 and from week 36 to week 52 using repeated
measures logistic regression models (generalized estimating
equations, with logit‐link function, binomial distribution,
and exchangeable correlation structure). The chosen
perspective for the base case of the BIM is the SHI.
Improvements in NYHA class and decrease in related health
resource use as well as avoided hospitalizations due to HF
worsening define the budget impact.

Figure 1 Model structure. CHF, chronic heart failure; i.v., intravenous; NYHA, New York Heart Association.
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Model inputs and statistics

Clinical parameter
The key clinical outcomes to inform the BIM are as follows: (i)
probabilities to be in specific NYHA class (I–IV) or death over
time; (ii) rate of hospitalization due to worsening of CHF; and
(iii) average length of hospital stay (LOS). To predict these
outcomes, we analysed the pooled data set with suitable
multivariate statistical methods to find the best statistical
fit. All prediction models implemented into the BIM included
baseline age, gender, haemoglobin, and NYHA class.
Geographical region was considered in the analyses and
was included as predictor if the region variable improved
model fit or model predictions. The variable selection for
the statistical models were guided by information criteria
(Akaike and Bayesian), log‐likelihood ratio test, and most
importantly by the accuracy and credibility of the statistical
model predictions. A significance level of P < 0.05 was
considered significant. For all statistical analyses, STATA MP
64‐bit version 14.0 or later (StataCorp, College Station, TX,
USA) commercial statistical software was used.

NYHA class distributions over time and number of deaths
To predict the disease status in terms of NYHA class over
time, multinomial logistic regression model was built and
implemented to the BIM. According to the RCTs, we
assumed that, if the subject was hospitalized or had died
at the time of the planned NYHA assessment, the subject
was considered as having NYHA class IV or death,
respectively. If an observation was missing and the subject
were neither dead nor hospitalized at the time of the study
visit on week 12 or 24 visits, the missing observations were
imputed by carrying forward the last observation. The
clustered nature of the data (repeated measures) was
accounted for in the estimation. We established three
separate statistical models predicting (i) improvement of
NYHA class; (ii) worsening of NYHA class; and (iii) death
after week 24 with the same covariates that were used in
the final statistical model predicting NYHA class distribution
over time up to 24 weeks.

Rate of hospitalization and average length of stay
Hospitalization rate due to worsening of CHF was estimated
using a log‐link negative binomial regression model with
length of observation included as an offset variable to adjust
for the differing observation periods (to control for the length
time bias) between patients and trials. The average LOS per
hospitalization due to worsening of CHF was estimated using
a log‐link negative binomial regression model. In order to
obtain robust estimates, the multivariate analyses used the
data from all cardiovascular hospitalizations with a variable
for reason of hospitalization (other cardiovascular vs.
worsening HF) included as an additional covariate.

Economic parameter
For the BIM, only direct costs were of interest. The costs
include the disease related costs of hospitalization,
medications, outpatient visits, home visits, and other
healthcare resources. In the base case, we used the cost data
from the German AnyCare Database. This database includes
anonymized data from SHI services for CHF patients. The
analysis sample covers reimbursed services and costs of
369 361 insured individuals located across Germany and is
representative for the SHI population in gender and age.20,21

Cost from the claims data base were inflation‐adjusted to
2014. The model estimates the costs of FCM for the mean
cumulative dose of 1679 mg based on pooled data set
multiplied by the calculated mean cost per milligram of FCM
(€0.317). Price for FCM came from the official German drug
price list (‘Lauertaxe’).22 For more information, see Table 1.

Sensitivity analysis

Deterministic sensitivity analyses (DSA) were carried out to
test the robustness of the results by varying the results
±25% as well as using reasonable published costs and
resource uses from fee catalogues and other studies. Multiple
extreme scenarios were run (Table A1). The results of the
DSAs are also presented as a form of a tornado diagram,
(Figure 2) which depicts graphically how selected variations
(default ±25%) in selected input affect the budget impact
result. Each line represents the calculated impact if costs of
the respective economic parameter are changed by 25%
increase (white bars) or 25% decrease (black bar) of the
assumed costs.

Results

Results of the pooled analysis

Population and treatment
Of the pooled trial participants, 33% and 67% were in the
NYHA class II and III, respectively. Mean age was 68.1 years
with balanced gender distribution (49% were women).
Mean haemoglobin was 12.1 g/dL. The mean cumulative
annual dose coming from the trials was 1679 mg for FCM
treatment.

Predicted NYHA class distributions over time and
number of deaths
According to the base case model, 33% of the patient cohort
is in NYHA class II and 67% in NYHA class III before treatment.
Following treatment (Table 2), more patients improved in
NYHA class in the FCM‐treated group compared with no
treatment. At week 52, 63.1% of the patients treated with
FCM were in NYHA II and 23.5% in NYHA III. By contrast, in
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the ‘no‐iron’ group, more patients remained in NYHA class III
(44.2%) than in NYHA II (39.2%). At week 52, 2.1% of the
patients treated with FCM were predicted to be in NYHA IV,
compared with 6.9% in patients in no‐iron group. The
respective numbers for death at week 52 were 5.2% and
8.9% of the patients in FCM group and no‐iron treatment
group, respectively.

Predicted rate of hospitalization and average length of
stay
For the modelled 52 week time horizon, the FCM group had
52 hospitalizations per 1000 patients vs. 129 hospitalizations
in the no‐iron group (Table 3). When considering the
predicted average LOS in each treatment group, this
corresponds to a total of 718 days and 2240 days of inpatient
care over the 52 week period in FCM and no‐iron therapy
groups, respectively.

Results of the budget impact model

Economic outcome
Annual total costs of healthcare resources in our model for
state‐of‐the‐art HF therapy without iron supplementation
amounted to €2 694 474 per year for 1000 patients
(Table 4).

The improved disease state (NYHA class) and fewer
hospitalizations due to FCM therapy, however, resulted in
reduced healthcare costs of €2 203 749 or savings of
€491 724. The cumulated savings resulted from lower costs
for hospitalization due to HF worsening (−€366 487), from
reduced costs for other HF‐related medication (−€68 900),
for outpatient visits (−€45 496), and for home visits
(−€10 841). These cost savings on HF therapy were
counterbalanced by costs for FCM treatment totalling at
€531 756.

Table 2 Predicted New York Heart Association distributions over time in the base case patient cohort

NYHA
class

Treatment

Regression modela
No‐iron (%) FCM (%)

I II III IV Death I II III IV Death

Baseline 0 33 67 0 0 0 33 67 0 0 Multinomial logistic regressionb

Week 4 0.1 30.1 65.6 4.0 0.2 0.9 51.6 46.0 1.4 0.1
Week 12 0.4 35.9 57.2 4.2 2.2 5.1 55.9 36.4 1.3 1.3
Week 24 0.5 43.3 45.8 6.3 4.1 5.4 63.1 27.3 1.9 2.3
Week 36 0.7 41.1 45.1 6.6 6.5 5.8 63.2 25.2 2.0 3.8 Repeated measures logistic regressionc

Week 52 0.9 39.2 44.2 6.9 8.9 6.1 63.1 23.5 2.1 5.2

FCM, ferric carboxymaltose; NYHA, New York Heart Association.
aRegression models utilize baseline characteristics: age, gender, Haemoglobin, and baseline NYHA (III vs. II) were included in the models.
bWithin patient clustering accounted in the variance estimator. Utilizes pooled data from all four randomized controlled trials.
cGeneralized estimating equations model with logit‐link function, binomial distribution, and exchangeable correlation structure. Data for
weeks 36 and 52 from CONFIRM‐trial.

Table 3 Predicted hospitalization rates and length of stay in the base case patient cohort

Clinical outcome No‐iron FCM Regression model

Hospitalization ratea 0.0026 0.0010 Negative binomial regression
Average LOSb 17.40 13.85 Negative binomial regression

FCM, ferric carboxymaltose; LOS, length of stay.
aNumber of hospitalizations per patient‐week. Predicted using baseline characteristics: age, gender, haemoglobin, New York Heart
Association (III vs. II), and region. Only hospitalizations due to heart failure worsening included.
bDays per hospitalization period. Predicted using baseline age, gender, haemoglobin, New York Heart Association (III vs. II), and reason for
hospitalizations (other cardiovascular vs. worsening of chronic heart failure).

Table 1 Resource use and unit costs

Economic parameter
Value (annual unit cost in €)

SourceNYHA class I II III IV

Price of FCM (1000 mg) 316.71a CompuGroup Medical22

Cost of other medication per year 1201.53 1574.95 1921.53 2013.70 Federal Health Monitoring System20 and Anycare21b

Cost of outpatient visits per year 190.84 294.32 459.16 638.56
Cost of home visits per year 11.44 20.28 49.40 141.44
Cost of one hospitalization period 4141.00 4288.00 4744.00 6104.00

FCM, ferric carboxymaltose; NYHA, New York Heart Association.
aList ex‐factory price excluding mandatory rebates.
bCosts were inflation‐adjusted to 2014.
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The base case according to the model has an annual budget
impact of €40 031 per 1000 patients for intravenous (i.v.) iron
substitution using FCM compared with no‐iron during the first
year after initiation of FCM treatment. In other words, i.v. iron
therapy accounts for additional costs of €40 per patient per
year. These costs are the financial equivalent of 1522 patient‐
days saved from hospitalization per 1000 patients and 36.2%
of patients being improved by at least one NYHA class in
the FCM group compared with 7.1% in the no‐iron group.

Sensitivity analysis
The DSA Tornado diagram in Figure 2 shows the most
important financial factors influencing the base case

analysis, starting from the base case (i.e. €40 032 per 1000
patients).

The change of the hospitalization rate in the no‐iron group
has the highest impact on the healthcare budget. Assuming
higher hospitalization costs by 25% would mean additional
costs savings by FCM therapy of −€109 238, and 25% lower
hospitalization costs mean increased expenses for FCM
therapy of €189 301. Following cost factors are change of
mean cumulative FCM dose (+25%: €172 971; −25%:
−€92 907) and the change of costs of other medication in
NYHA class III (+25%: −€55 745; −25%: €135 809). When only
treating patients in NYHA class III or II, therapy with FCM
leads to net budget impact of −€110 380 or €321 137
compared with no‐iron treatment. Assuming the same clinical
effects and using real‐world data for mean FCM dose of
925 mg, taken from a real‐world study by Bierbaum et al.,23

the annual FCM costs will be €292 957, and the net budget
impact changes to −€198 768 demonstrating cost savings.
Changing the FCM price by 25%, the budget impact ranges
from €173 495 (price +25%) to −€92 626 (price −25%).
Detailed results are shown in Appendix 1.

Discussion

This is the first study to analyse the budget impact of
treatment of ID using FCM in patients with HF in the German
public healthcare setting. Our analysis model shows that the
treatment with FCM is associated with minimal budget

Table 4 Modelled annual costs (€) of FCM and no‐iron per 1000
German CHF patients

Treatment cost driver No‐iron FCM
Net budget

impact

Healthcare resources
Home visits 40 469 29 627 −10 842
Outpatient visits 378 019 332 523 −45 496
Hospitalizations due to

HF worsening
597 078 230 591 −366 487

CHF related medications 1 679 908 1 611 007 −68 900
Total cost of healthcare
resources

2 695 474 2 203 749 −491 725

Total cost of FCM
treatment

0 531 756 531 756

Total cost 2 695 474 2 735 505 40 031

CHF, chronic heart failure; FCM, ferric carboxymaltose; HF, heart
failure.

Figure 2 Results of the deterministic sensitivity analysis. FCM, ferric carboxymaltose; i.v., intravenous; NYHA, New York Heart Association.
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impact over the first year of FCM treatment. On average,
patients treated with FCM were predicted to have better
symptomatic disease status and fewer and shorter
hospitalizations for HF compared with patients without iron
therapy. Clinical benefit was observed already within 4 weeks
of therapy16 and persisted throughout the 52 week treatment
period.17 Consistent with Ponikowski et al.,24 the rate of
hospitalized patients was significantly lower in the
FCM‐treated patient group. The cost category with the
highest contribution to the estimated costs was ‘CHF‐related
medications’ (FCM group €1 611 007 vs. no‐iron group
€1 679 908, Table 4). Nevertheless, the highest potential for
savings was for the FCM‐treated group in the category
‘Hospitalizations due to HF worsening’ (−€366 487).
Compared with the patients with no‐iron therapy, the FCM
treated group had additional expenditures for the i.v. iron
supplementation with FCM (€531 756). Summarizing all net
costs in the base case model, the incremental treatment cost
for FCM compared with no‐iron treatment were only 40 per
patient during the first year of treatment.

Walter et al.25 developed a cost‐utility analysis utilizing a
4 year time horizon for an Austrian setting, based on the
pivotal FCM studies FAIR‐HF and CONFIRM‐HF. They found
that FCM treatment is clearly below the National Institute
for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) cost‐effectiveness
threshold of €22 000–33 000/quality adjusted life year when
comparing FCM with oral iron treatment in CHF patients
with ID and without anaemia. Gutzwiller et al.26 also
modelled cost‐effectiveness from the perspective of a UK
payer using the FAIR‐HF data. Their analysis only modelled
the time horizon of 24 weeks but showed similar
conclusions. Comin‐Colet et al.27 came to the same results
in their cost‐effectiveness analysis in Spain. They used the
data of the FAIR‐HF trial and took only the time horizon of
24 weeks. A Swedish analysis based on FAIR‐HF trial
concluded that treatment of ID in CHF with FCM compared
with placebo is estimated to be cost‐effective. The base case
scenario is noticeably below SEK 500 000 (€54 300) per
quality adjusted life year, an informal average reference
value used by the Swedish Dental and Pharmaceutical
Benefits Agency.28 In comparison to these analysis, in our
study, we utilized the available data of 52 week therapy in
the CONFIRM‐HF study, which allowed for the longer time
horizon of 52 weeks. We also used more comprehensive
efficacy data in our model by employing patient‐level data
of four FCM trials.

For the Swiss Health Care System, Brock et al.29 evaluated
all ID‐related diagnoses including CHF to show the impact of
FCM treatment over a 6 year period. They used unpublished
data from different databases (e.g. IMS, prescriber analysis,
‘Anaemia Patient Record Study’) but not from clinical trials.
In all clinical indications except in patients with dialysis,
treatment with FCM led to cost savings. Overall, it seems
problematic to compare the results from these individual

health economic studies. Different patient populations were
studies, and different types of modelling were applied.
Nevertheless, our study is in agreement with the existing
economic evaluations in other countries all confirming
advantages for FCM treatment.15

Limitations

One of the key limitations of the present budget impact
analysis is that all studies included in the data analyses were
placebo‐controlled, double blind, multinational, multicentre
RCTs and may not reflect the real‐world treatment patterns
and effectiveness in the German healthcare setting.
Wherever they had impact on the model fit or predictions,
the regional differences were accounted for in the
multivariate prediction models. Unfortunately, specific
subgroup analysis for the German population could not be
performed due to the small sample size.

Mean cumulative dose used in the model was 1679 mg
given in 2.1 applications. Assuming annual real‐life dose of
925 mg per patient, taken from a real‐world study of
Bierbaum et al.,23 the annual FCM costs would decrease by
45% per patient and treatment with FCM would be net cost
saving compared with no‐iron. Excluding the usual €10 co‐
payment by the patients himself for a 1000 mg package of
FCM, the price would decrease to €306.71, and budget
impact of FCM treatment would decrease to €23 per treated
patient compared with a no‐iron therapy. Besides this, the
baseline distribution of NYHA class and effectiveness might
be different in a real‐world setting.

A recently published cost comparison for Germany using
accounting data from the pharmacy data processing
centres23 concluded that treatment with FCM is less costly
than using other i.v. iron compounds. Also, extreme scenario
analysis shows that, when only treating NYHA class III or II
CHF per 1000 patients, therapy with FCM leads to cost
savings (i.e. −€110 380) or additional costs (i.e. €321 137)
compared with no‐iron treatment, respectively.

Our approach for the base case (perspective of the SHI)
does not account for the predicted LOS reduction or the
improved productivity, which is associated with reduced
number of deaths and improved functional capacity of
patients. In turn, we did not account for the costs per dead
individual because we do not know exactly the cost of death
in Germany. Based on the trial data, treatment with FCM is
associated with substantial reduction in average LOS [on
average (2240/129) − (718/52) = 3.6 days per hospitalization].
From the health economic perspective as from the hospital
manager perspective, treatment with FCM resulted in cost
savings.

The healthcare costs obtained from the claims data analysis
are inflation‐adjusted because up‐to‐date cost data were not
available for CHF+ID patients. These costs are reimbursed fees
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from a SHI data sample with limited observations (Nwith NYHA I–

IV = 4989) and without considering any co‐payments. It may be
argued that this sample may not reflect the whole SHI
population. However, because of our conservative approach,
all cost‐relevant services included in the model only differ
by NYHA class and not between the treatment arms. This
might be different in a real‐world setting.

Our analysis was restricted to direct healthcare‐related
costs and at a 1 year time horizon, not extrapolating the
efficacy predictions or cost impacts beyond the available trial
data. Other economic evaluations may cover a longer time
period and take a wider perspective or the social perspective
(e.g. including productivity costs).

Conclusions

In conclusion, ID is a relevant comorbidity in HF associated
with a worse symptomatic status and increased
hospitalization. Treating this complication by i.v.
supplementation of iron results in improved symptomatic
status and reduced frequency and duration of
hospitalization. This clinical benefit is achieved by additional
costs of a mere 40 € per patient per year. Our study
confirms that treatment with FCM addresses the unmet

medical need in patients with HF and ID patients at
minimum economic impact to the German public healthcare
system.
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Table A1 Overview for diverse extreme scenario analysis (all costs in € per 1000 patients)

Parameters varied No‐iron FCM Net budget impact (€)

Base case 2 695 474 2 735 505 40 032
Proportion of NYHA II = 100% 2 191 435 2 512 572 321 137
Proportion of NYHA III = 100% 3 116 291 3 005 911 −110 380
Average haemoglobin lower limit (9.9 g/dL) 2 759 981 2 751 578 −8 403
Average haemoglobin upper limit (14.3 g/dL) 2 608 996 2 701 725 92 729
Proportion of men = 100% 2 853 825 2 769 679 −84 146
Proportion of women = 100% 2 582 260 2 719 841 137 580
Age lower limit (50 years on average) 2 514 056 2 652 635 138 579
Age upper limit (82 years on average) 2 724 631 2 734 772 10 142
Real‐world FCM dose by Bierbaum et al.23 2 695 474 2 496 706 −198 768
Costs by Biermann et al.10 (adjusted to 2014) 859 362 1 211 713 352 351
Costs by Zugck et al.11 (adjusted to 2014) 3 600 314 3 286 292 −314 022
Lump sums from fee cataloguesa 654 138 945 372 353 080
Account for the predicted LOS reduction 3 030 138 2 803 548 −226 590

FCM, ferric carboxymaltose; LOS, length of stay; NYHA, New York Heart Association.
aEBM 03000/03220 (€29.45) for general practitioner visits and DRG F62A/B (weighted average €2969.04) for hospitalization.
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